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A Method and System for User Communication through Internet Notes

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to user communication through notes attached to Internet locations.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The Internet, as it exists today, is a vast cosmos of information that is distributed among millions of computers. In its simplest form, the soft backbone of the Internet is (i) the myriad of computer files that are stored on server computers for distribution to client computers, (ii) the web server software that resides on the server computers, (iii) the web browser software that resides on the client computers, and (iv) client-server software applications. Server computers are providers of information. They store information in the form of computer files for dissemination. Client computers are seekers of information. They display information obtained from server computers on display devices, and they print information obtained from server computers on output devices.

Client-server software applications provide the ability for clients and servers to interact with each other. For example, such applications enable a server computer to execute program commands on a client computer, and they enable a client computer to execute program commands on a server computer.

Most users of the Internet today are interested in discovering information – information about providers of goods and services, information about the arts and the sciences, information about sports and about history and about the weather, and much more. In order for a person to provide information and make it available on the Internet, he typically has to post the information on a server computer. This requires him to have a web server running on his computer, and to have his computer connected to the Internet with appropriate bandwidth. Alternatively, he can “rent” a “home page,” and obtain space and bandwidth from a web hosting service, such as GeoCities of Marina del Rey, CA, NaviSite, Inc. of Andover, MA and Verio, Inc., of Englewood, CO.
Information on the Internet is usually provided within web pages. A web page is an HTML file or an XML file or an active server page file, or another such file, which includes text and objects along with page layout instructions for arranging the text and the objects within a page. Objects can include graphics, bitmap images, audio, video and other multimedia data. Objects can also include program instructions to be executed, such as Java applets and ActiveX controls. Web browsers display web pages on display devices, such as computer video monitors, and print web pages on output devices such as printers.

Due to the client-server paradigm, client computers typically have read-only privileges. A user who is reading a web page cannot typically modify the web page. Server computers have write privileges, and such privileges are typically restricted by “web masters,” who control web pages, to authors of web pages.

The fact that client computers have read-only privileges for web pages is important to ensure control of information that is disseminated over the Internet. However, it makes it difficult for users who are reading web pages to annotate the pages with comments and other supplemental information.

Some web pages provide message boards, for posting of messages by users. Messages are classified into various forums. A user who opens a web page including a message board can read messages posted by other users, reply to messages and create new messages. An example of such a message board is the Delphi Forums of Delphi Internet Services Corporation of Cambridge, MA, available on the Web at http://ww.delphi.com.

Annotation systems for the Internet are described in U.S. Patents Nos. 5,826,025 and 5,822,539. Annotation server software is used in the Stanford Integrated Digital Library Project, and in the United States Advanced Research Projects Agency’s (ARPA) Object Service Architecture (OSA) Annotations Project, as described on the respective web pages http://www.objs.com/OSA/Annotations-Service.html, and http://www-diglib.stanford.edu/diglib/pub/reports/commentator.html.

Annotation systems for the Internet include:

- Alexa 3.0 by Alexa Internet of San Francisco, CA
- Hot Off The Web by Insight Development Corporation of San Ramon, CA
- Hot Notions, Net Notions and Tagalongs by Sideware Systems, Inc. of North Vancouver, British Columbia
In addition, Office 2000, available from Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, WA, includes a workgroup Web Discussions feature.

Some of these systems are based upon merging annotation data onto a web page, and require that a web server modify web pages in accordance with annotation input. Others of these systems merge annotation data onto a web page by storing, with each annotation, a pointer identifying a location in the web page where the annotation belongs.

These systems do not provide a database-type interface for handling multiple annotations per web page, with classification of annotations and presentation of statistical information pertaining thereto. It is difficult for a user of these systems to readily ascertain what information is available in the annotations, without first accessing the annotations themselves, or header summaries of the annotations.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a user communication system whereby users can publish notes associated with Internet locations, such as web pages and IRC channels. A note server manages the published notes in a database of notes, and arranges the notes so as to associate notes with Internet locations. Rather than merge the notes onto web pages, the present invention indexes the notes according to the Internet locations to which they are associated, such as universal resource locators (URLs) of web pages and Internet Relay Chat (IRC) addresses of IRC channels. As such, unlike prior art systems, the present invention does not modify Internet web pages.

For example, in a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a user can publish consumer information about a specific product, in the form of a note, on a web page advertising that product. The note is stored in a database of notes, and indexed by the URL of the web page. The web page itself is not altered.

The present invention provides a structured architecture for managing notes, which includes storing notes in a database, classifying notes by types and by user interest groups, adding notes to and deleting notes from the database, restricting distribution of notes to specific users, rating notes, commenting on notes, and other features, all of which are described hereinbelow.

The present invention also provides statistical summary information, such as the quantities of notes of each type that are available in the database, and the quantities of notes in each user interest group that are available in the database. Thus a user of a communication system of the present invention can readily obtain an overview of the note information that is available to him in the database.

There is thus provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a method for communication among a plurality of users including the steps of authenticating a user based upon user identification information, extracting a locator of an Internet location from a web browser on a client computer, sending the user identification information and the extracted locator from the client computer to a server computer, and sending note information, based upon the user identification information and the extracted locator, from the server computer to the client computer.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a method for user communication
including the steps of receiving user identification information and a locator of an Internet location from a client computer, extracting note information from a database of notes, based upon the user identification information and the locator, and sending the note information to the client computer.

There is further provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a method for user communication including the steps of extracting a locator of an Internet location from a web browser, sending user identification information and the extracted locator to a server computer, and receiving note information, based upon the user information and the extracted locator, from the server computer.

There is additionally provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a communication system for a plurality of users including an authentication processor authenticating a user based upon user identification information, a web browser in a client computer accessing Internet locations, a locator extractor in the client computer extracting a locator of an Internet location from the web browser, a client transmitter in the client computer sending user identification information and the extracted locator to a server computer, and a server transmitter in the server computer sending note information to the client computer, based upon the user information and the extracted locator.

There is further provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention an Internet note server including a receiver receiving user identification information and a locator of an Internet location from a client computer, a database manager extracting note information from a database of notes, based upon the user identification information and the locator, and a transmitter sending the note information to the client computer.

There is still further provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention an Internet note client including a web browser accessing Internet locations, a locator extractor extracting a locator of an Internet location from the web browser, a transmitter sending user identification information and the extracted locator to a server computer, and a receiver receiving note information, based upon the user identification information and the extracted locator, from the server computer.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a method for user communication including the steps of authenticating a user based upon user identification information
information, sending the user identification information and a pre-determined locator of an Internet location from the client computer to a server computer, and sending note information, based upon the user identification information and the pre-determined locator, from the server computer to the client computer.

There is additionally provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a method for user communication including the steps of sending user identification information and a pre-determined locator of an Internet location to a server computer, and receiving note information, based upon the user identification information and the pre-determined locator, from the server computer.

There is further provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a system for user communication including an authentication processor authenticating a user based upon user identification information, a client transmitter in a client computer sending the user identification information and a pre-determined locator of an Internet location to a server computer, and a server transmitter in the server computer sending note information to the client computer, based upon the user identification information and the pre-determined locator.

There is yet further provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention an Internet note client including a transmitter sending user identification information and a pre-determined locator of an Internet location to a server computer, and a receiver receiving note information, based upon the user identification information and the pre-determined locator, from the server computer.

There is moreover provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a method for user communication including the steps of authenticating a user based upon user identification information, extracting a locator of an Internet location on a client computer, generating a note, sending the user identification information, the extracted locator and the note to a server computer, indexing the note by the extracted locator, and incorporating the indexed note into a database of notes.

There is also provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a method for user communication including the steps of receiving user identification information, a locator of an Internet location and a note, from a client computer, indexing the
note by the locator, and incorporating the indexed note into a database of
notes.

There is additionally provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a method for user communication including the steps of extracting a locator of an Internet location from a web browser, generating a note, and sending user identification information, the extracted locator and the note to a server computer.

There is further provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a system for user communication including an authentication processor authenticating a user based upon user identification information, a web browser in a client computer accessing Internet locations, a locator extractor in the client computer extracting a locator of an Internet location from the web browser, a note creator in the client computer generating a note, a client transmitter in the client computer sending the user identification information, the extracted locator and the note to a server computer, and a database manager in the server computer incorporating the note into a database of notes, indexed by the extracted locator.

There is yet further provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention an Internet note server including a receiver receiving user identification information, a locator of an Internet location and a note, from a client computer, and a database manager incorporating the note into a database of notes and indexing it by the locator.

There is moreover provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention an Internet note client including a web browser accessing Internet locations, a locator extractor extracting a locator of an Internet location from the web browser, a note creator generating a note, and a transmitter sending user identification information, the extracted locator and the note to a server computer.

There is additionally provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a method for user communication including the steps of authenticating a user based upon user identification information, extracting a locator of an Internet location from an Internet Relay Chat client on a client computer, sending the user identification information and the extracted locator from the client computer to a server compute, and sending note information, based upon the user identification information and the extracted locator, from the server computer to the client computer.
There is additionally provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention a user communication system including an authentication processor authenticating a user based upon user identification information, an Internet Relay Chat client in a client computer accessing Internet locations, a locator extractor in the client computer extracting a locator of an Internet location from the Internet Relay Chat client, a client transmitter in the client computer sending the user identification information and the extracted locator to a server computer, and a server transmitter in the server computer sending note information to the client computer, based upon the user identification information and the extracted locator.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention will be more fully understood and appreciated from the following detailed description, taken in conjunction with the drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a simplified illustration of a user communication system operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 2 is a simplified flowchart of a method for reading notes, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 3 is a simplified flowchart of a method for publishing notes, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Figures 4A, 4B and 4C are illustrations of a user interface for a communication system in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.
The present invention provides a method and system for communication of Internet notes. The notes are associated with Internet locations, such as web pages and Internet Relay Chat (IRC) channels, and can be read and published by users. The following are examples of such notes:

- A user can publish a note with his personal opinions of hotels in Washington, associated with a web page listing hotels in Washington;
- A user can publish a note describing his experience on a cruise to the Bahamas, associated with a web page advertising such a cruise;
- A user can publish a note describing his experience with a specific automobile, associated with a web page advertising such an automobile;
- A user can publish a note with links to web pages related to a specific web page, associated with that web page;
- A user can publish a note assigning a quantitative or qualitative rating to a web page, associated with that web page; and
- A user can publish a note about an IRC channel, associated with an IRC address.

The present invention includes various types of notes. A note can be non-soliciting, in the sense that it is intended to be read but does not solicit a response. An example of a non-soliciting note is information related to a web page. A note can also be soliciting, in the sense that it solicits a response. An example of a soliciting note is a “poll.” A poll is a note describing a subject to be voted upon. A poll provides a list of opinions or selections, from which a reader is asked to choose one, or alternatively to choose one or more.

The notes of the present invention are preferably managed within a database of notes. The database of notes is arranged in such a way that notes are associated with the universal resource locator (URL) of the Internet location to which they refer. For any given URL, the database can be queried to produce the notes associated with that URL.

A URL includes an Internet address and a descriptor for a file, such as an HTML file or an XML file, and is a standard locator used to identify an Internet location today. However, it should be appreciated that any other Internet locator may be employed in the present invention, instead of a URL, without deviating from the spirit of
the present invention. For the sake of definiteness and clarity, the present specification refers to a URL, since this is a familiar locator.

The notes stored in the database of notes preferably include headers and bodies. A note header is a user-created summary of the content of the note.

The notes in the database of notes are preferably classified into types. Types of notes include informational notes, opinion notes, web administration notes, help notes, notes with questions, commerce-enabled notes, advertising notes, polls, notes with images, notes with audio, notes with video, and other types. Classification by type is preferably based upon the objective of a note and on the objects contained therewithin.

In addition, the present invention preferably includes two special folders of notes: personal notes and private notes. Personal notes are notes that a user writes for himself, such as comments about web pages that the user wishes to save for future reference. Read permission for personal notes is restricted to the users who create them.

Private notes are notes that a user publishes for a restricted audience. When publishing a private note, a user specifies the recipients who are permitted read access to the note.

Preferably, with every user of the present invention there is made available a personal folder for the user’s personal notes, and a private folder for the user’s private notes. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, all notes other than personal and private notes are public notes, with general unrestricted read access permission for all users of the communication system. Public notes belong to the user communication system as a whole.

Personal and private notes can be considered as being un-typed; i.e., not having a type. Alternatively, they can be considered to be of types “personal” and “private,” respectively.

The users of a communication system of the present invention are also preferably classified into user interest groups, such as computing, entertainment, science, travel and other interest groups. Preferably, users of the present system select one or more user interest groups to which they elect to join and become members. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a list of available user interest groups is presented to a user upon his subscribing to the communication system. The user can select one or more user interest groups to join from among the list, and can also add additional user interest groups to the list.
In addition, the user can cancel his membership to user interest groups and join user interest groups at any time.

When an author creates a new note, he preferably signs the note by indicating his name as well as the name of an interest group for which the note is of relevance and to which it is to be associated within the database of notes. The selection by a user of a user interest group to be associated with a note that the user creates, is preferably based upon the subject matter of the note.

Preferably, a public note created by a user of the present system bears the name of a single interest group from among the one or more interest groups to which the user belongs, for associating the note thereto. Personal and private notes, however, are not associated with an interest group.

Preferably, a public note created by a user of the present invention specifies a type for which it is to be classified.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, certain types of notes, referred to as controlled types, can be put into the control of one or more administrators. Whereas all users have permission to read the notes of a controlled type, the one or more administrators are the only users who have permission to publish notes associated with such controlled type. For example, advertising notes can be controlled by one or more advertising administrators, and commercial notes can be controlled by one or more commerce providers.

The notes associated with a specific URL can be classified into user interest groups, for presentation to a user.

The present invention also preferably includes a database of users. With each user there can be associated a profile, indicating the user interest groups to which the user belongs, and the types of notes that are of interest to the user.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the database of notes includes the following fields with each public note:

- a note identifier;
- a date;
- a note author (includes identifier and name);
- a note header;
- a note body;
- a URL;
- a user interest group (includes identifier and name);
- a type (includes identifier and name); and
- a note rating.
Note ratings are metrics determined by users of the communication system to rate notes, and are described hereinbelow. When a note is first created, its rating is initialized to zero. For private and personal notes, the database does not include fields for user interest group, type and user rating. Alternatively, personal and private notes can be considered to be of types “personal” and “private,” and the corresponding type identifiers can be set to “personal” and “private,” respectively, as mentioned hereinabove.

Notes can be sorted by any of the above fields for display purposes, according to a sorting mode selected interactively by a user. A user can request that the notes be sorted by type or by user interest group or by date, or by other fields.

The above description of a preferred embodiment of a user communication system of the present invention contains various organizational principles, including: (1) the classification of notes by type; (2) the classification of users by user interest groups; (3) the distinction between personal, private and public notes; (4) the association of a public note with a unique user interest group and type; (5) the non-association of personal and private notes with types and with user interest groups; (6) the control of certain types of notes; and other principles. These principles have been described in detail for the sake of clarity and definiteness, but it should be apparent to those skilled in the art that alternative organizational principles can be imposed on the user communication system, without departing from the spirit of the present invention. For example, in alternative embodiments of the present invention multiple user interest groups can be associated with a note, rather than just a single user interest group; personal and private notes can also be associated with user interest groups; personal and private notes can have types associated with them, such as private polls; and notes can be addressed to user interest groups as recipients, and read access permission can be restricted to such user interest groups.

When a user browses a web page using a web browser on a client computer, the present invention preferably extracts the URL of the web page being displayed by the web browser, and uses the extracted URL to send to the user note information associated with that web page. The note information sent to a specific user is preferably customized for that user, so that the note information relates to the types of notes that are of interest to the user and conforms to the preferences of the user.
Typically, the note information initially sent to a user includes statistical information, such as the number of notes of a designated plurality of types in the database of notes, for the extracted URL. Such note information can be displayed graphically by a series of rectangles, each rectangle containing a name of a type and a number, the number indicating the number of notes available in the database of notes for that type and for the URL of the web page currently being displayed. In addition the display can also include similar rectangles for the user’s personal and private notes. Such a display is shown and described hereinbelow with reference to Figure 4.

The user can select from the display a particular type of note, for example by clicking on the appropriate rectangle. In response, the user is sent note headers for notes of the selected type associated with the URL of the web page currently being displayed. The note headers contain summary information for the bodies of the notes. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the server computer sends note headers sorted by date, and the client computer sorts the headers according to a user’s selection if the user requests a different sort order.

From the display of the note headers, the user can select a particular note, for example by clicking on a note header. In response, the user is sent the body of the note, containing the content of the note.

When a note is received by a user, the user preferably has options to respond in one or more ways. For example, the user may:

• register a comment on the note, or a response to the note;
• forward the note to another user;
• register a vote, if the note is a “poll,” containing a topic open for voting; and
• assign a rating to the note.

Ratings are used as metrics for the informational value of a note.

Additionally, ratings can also be used as a “garbage removal” mechanism for discarding notes in the database of notes. For example, a note can be discarded from the database whenever its average rating falls below 50, on a scale from 0 to 100. A rating can be as simple as a single choice between “good” and “bad,” based upon clicking a “thumbs-up” or “thumbs-down” icon, respectively. In distinction, conventional garbage removal mechanisms use criteria such as the age of a note, or a usage metric such as the number of “hits,” as a policy for discarding notes. It should be appreciated by those skilled in the art that a garbage removal mechanism in accordance with the present invention may also use a combination of criteria, such as rating and age and usage.
Thus it can be seen that from the perspective of a user, the present invention provides a “read mode,” enabling a user who is viewing a web page to receive note information regarding notes of various types associated with the web page being viewed, to receive note headers for notes of a selected type, and to receive a note body for a selected header.

The present invention also provides a “publish mode,” enabling a user who is viewing a web page to publish his own note associated with the web page being viewed. The user can select a type of note to create and designate a user interest group to which the note is associated, and write his note and submit it for inclusion in the database of notes.

The user can designate if his note is personal or private. If it is private, the user can further designate the users who have read access permission for his note. For ease of designating such users, user lists can be created, so that instead of expressly designating each individual user who is to be a recipient of a private note, the user creating the note can simply incorporate a pre-defined user list.

When a user’s note is included in the database of notes, other users can read his note.

A user can create a special type of note, referred to as a “poll,” describing a topic open for voting and including a list of positions or opinions, for selection by a reader of the poll. When the user’s poll is incorporated in the database of notes, other users who read the topic described in the poll can register their votes on the topic. The poll may optionally include an expiration date, or a maximum number of votes to be processed, or both. An expiration date serves as a deadline, indicating that users may only register their votes up to the deadline.

The notes published by users are stored in a central database of notes. The database of notes may be stored on a server computer running server note software, or on another computer connected to such a server computer. The notes may alternatively be stored on multiple inter-connected databases. Additionally, mirror copies of databases can be distributed on mirror web sites around the world, for reason of fault tolerance, in case one or more databases are inaccessible, and for reason of efficient delivery of notes to users around the world.

Server note software is used to manage the database of notes, including the processing of requests arriving from a plurality of users for reading notes and for publishing notes, and the querying of the
database to extract note information, note headers and note bodies associated with a particular URL. In addition, the server note software preferably authenticates users of the communication system. When a user is identified, server note software extracts the user’s profile, which indicates the user’s preferences such as types of interest, and identifies the user’s personal and private note folders.

Server note software can run on a server computer as its own software application, or alternatively, it can be incorporated within web server software.

Client note software is used on a client computer to issue requests for information from a database of notes, to receive such information from a server computer, and to display it on a display device, such as a computer video monitor, for viewing by a user. Client note software also provides a tool for creating notes and for uploading them to a server computer for inclusion in the database of notes. When a user begins using a communication system of the present invention, client note software is used to open a connection between the client computer and the server computer, and to provide an interface for a user to identify himself. User identification is necessary for the purpose of authentication and for extracting the user’s profile.

Client note software can run on a client computer as its own software application, or alternatively, it can be incorporated within a web browser.

Reference is now made to Figure 1, which is a simplified illustration of a user communication system operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. Shown in Figure 1 is a server computer 100 running server note software that interacts with a client computer 105 running client note software. Server computer 100 preferably contains a note database 110 and a user database 115. Note database 110 stores the notes that are published by users of the communication system of the present invention. User database 115 contains identification information for users of the communication system, and note profiles for users.

A note profile for a user indicates the types of notes that are of interest to the user, and identifies the user’s personal and private folders of notes. A user’s personal and private folders of notes need not be restricted to notes of a single type. For example, a user’s private folder can include notes of many diverse types, published by a select group of users who are his “buddies.”
In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, user database 115 contains descriptions of user interest groups. Preferably, each user interest group is identifiable by a unique group name. Users belonging to a specific user interest group are members of the group. A user may belong to multiple user interest groups. Preferably user interest group membership information is stored in user database 115.

When client computer 105 initially runs client note software, a login module 120 opens a connection between client computer 105 and server computer 100. Preferably, a user is prompted by login module 120 to provide user information, such as the user's userid and password. The user information is transmitted to a user authentication module 125 in server computer 100. User authentication module 125 authenticates the user, and, if the user is successfully authenticated, permits the client computer to use the communication system and to access the database of notes. In addition, user authentication module 125 may send the user information to user database 115, in order for the server note software to retrieve a note profile for the user.

In a preferred read mode, the present invention operates while a user is viewing a web page within a web browser 130. A URL extractor 135 extracts the URL of the web page currently being viewed by the user. The extracted URL is transmitted to a note request transmitter 140 within a note communication interface 145. In turn, note request transmitter 140 transmits the extracted URL to a note request processor 150 within server computer 100, in order to obtain note information associated with the web page that the user is viewing, preferably customized for the user’s preferences.

It should be obvious to those skilled in the art that note request transmitter 140 may transmit user information in addition to the extracted URL, so that server computer 100 does not have to store user information for each user connected to the communication system.

Note request processor 150 queries note database 110, based upon the extracted URL and based upon the note profile for the user, to obtain note information. Such note information can be statistical information, indicating for each type of note that is of interest to the user, the number of notes of such type that are associated with the web page being viewed; and further indicating for each interest group to which the user belongs, the number of notes of all types that are associated with such interest group and with the web page being viewed. The note information is transmitted from note database 110 to note request
processor 150, and then sent to a note receiver 155 in client computer
105. Note receiver is also part of note communication interface 145.

Note receiver 155 organizes the note information, and
transmits the note information to a note viewer 160, which displays the
note information to the user in a display device such as a computer video
monitor. For example, note viewer 160 can display one or more
rectangles, each including a name of a type of note that is of interest to
the user and the number of notes in the database of notes associated with
the web page being viewed, for that type. Note viewer can display note
information sorted by user interest group, indicating the number of notes
available in the database of notes for one or more user interest groups.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, note
viewer 160 displays the note information in a window external to the
window of the web browser, so that the user can conveniently and
simultaneously view both the web page and the note information.

When viewing statistical note information, the user can
select one or more types of notes, for example by clicking on one or
more of the rectangles. Note communication interface 145 then operates
to request headers for notes of the selected type. Such a request is sent to
note request processor 150, which queries note database 110 for note
headers of notes of the selected type associated with the web page that
the user is viewing. The query can additionally depend on the user’s
note profile, so as to filter note headers according to the user’s
preferences. For example, a user may prefer to filter out note headers for
notes that contain adult content.

Note database 110 transmits the requested note headers
to note request processor 150, which in turn transmits the note headers to
note receiver 155. Note receiver 155 organizes the note headers, for
example by sorting them, and transmits the note headers to note viewer
160, which displays them to the user. Note viewer 160 preferably
displays the user interest group of each note together with the note
headers. It should be apparent to those skilled in the art that the sorting
and organization of the note information and the note headers may
alternatively be performed by note viewer 160, or by note receiver 155
and note viewer 160 in conjunction.

When viewing note header information, the user can
select one or more note headers, for example by clicking on one or more
of the note headers. Note communication interface 145 then operates to
request note bodies for the selected note headers. Such a request is again
sent to note request processor 150, which queries note database 110 for
the requested note bodies. The query can additionally depend on the 
user’s note profile, so as to provide restricted or enhanced note content. 
For example, a user may prefer to receive text-only versions of notes, 
without images embedded.

Note database 110 transmits the requested note bodies to 
ote request processor 150, which in turn transmits the note bodies to 
ote receiver 155. Note receiver formats the note bodies and transmits 
them to note viewer 160 for display to the user. Alternatively, note 
formatting may be performed by note viewer 160, or by note receiver 
155 and note viewer 160 in conjunction. Similarly, the formatting of the 
ote information and the note headers described above may be performed 
by note request processor 155, by note viewer 160 or by both of them in conjunction.

 Preferably, when reading a note body, client note 
software enables a user to respond to the note by commenting on the 
ote, forwarding the note to another user, by registering a vote, if the 
ote is a poll, and/or by assigning a rating to the note. In a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention, the mechanism for commenting on 
the note is the same mechanism used for publishing a new note, as 
described hereinbelow.

In a preferred publish mode, the present invention 
operates by authenticating a user through login module 120 and user 
authentication module 125, and extracting the URL of a web page being 
viewed by a user within web browser 130 through URL extractor 135, as 
described hereinabove with reference to the read mode. The user can 
publish a note associated with the web page that he is viewing, and 
upload it to server computer 100 for inclusion in note database 110. A 
note creator 165 is used to create a new note. The new note can be a 
non-soliciting note, such as an informational note that provides 
 supplemental information, or an opinion note associated with the web 
page being viewed, or another type of note. Alternatively, the new note 
can be a soliciting note, such as a poll.

When the user has created his note, note creator 165 
transmits the note to note transmitter 170. Note transmitter 170 is part of 
note communication interface 145. Note transmitter 170 sends the new 
note to note request processor 155, and in turn note request processor 
155 transmits the note to note database 110 for incorporation.

Reference is now made to Figure 2, which is a 
simplified flowchart of a method for reading notes, in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. The flowchart is divided
into three columns. The leftmost column includes steps performed by a user, the second column from the left includes steps performed by a client computer, and the rightmost column includes steps performed by a server computer.

At step 200 the client computer connects to an application server computer, in order to run a client-server application; namely, the user communication system of the present invention. At step 205 the server computer authenticates a user. At step 210 the user opens an Internet web page in a web browser. At step 215 the client computer extracts the URL of the web page being displayed by the web browser, in order to identify the current web page being viewed by the user. At step 220 the client computer sends the URL and the user information to the server computer.

At step 225 the server computer queries a note database based upon the extracted URL and based upon the user information. At step 230 the server computer sends note statistical information classified by type of note and by user interest group.

At step 235 the client computer displays the note statistical information. At step 240 the user, while viewing the note statistical information, selects a type or a user interest group. At step 245 the client computer requests header information for notes of the selected type or from the selected user interest group. At step 250 the server computer queries the note database for the requested header information. At step 255 the server computer sends the requested header information to the client computer.

At step 260 the client computer sorts and displays the header information. At step 265 the user, while viewing the header information, selects a specific note header. At step 270 the client computer requests the note message body corresponding to the selected note header. At step 275 the server computer queries the note database for the requested note message body. At step 280 the server computer sends the requested note message body to the client computer. At step 285 the client computer displays the note message body.

At step 290 the user, while viewing the note message body, assigns a rating to the note, or registers a vote if the note is a poll. At step 295 the client computer sends the user rating and/or the vote to the server computer. At step 300 the server computer updates the user database and the note database based upon the user rating and/or the vote.
In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, client note software restricts a user to one vote per poll. In an alternate embodiment of the present invention, the user database keeps track of votes registered by a user, so as to limit the user to registration of a single vote per poll.

Finally, at step 305 the user, while viewing the note message body, selects an available action, such as submitting a comment on the note or forwarding the note to another user. Alternatively, the user can close the note.

Reference is now made to Figure 3, which is a simplified flowchart of a method for publishing notes, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. Figure 3 follows the style of Figure 2, with separate columns for steps carried out by a user, by a client computer and by a server computer.

At step 310 the client computer connects to an application server computer. At step 315 the server computer authenticates the user. At step 320 the user opens a web page using a web browser. At step 325 the client computer extracts the URL of the web page being viewed by the user.

The user desires to publish a note associated with the web page that he is viewing. At step 330 the user designates whether his note is personal, private or public. If the note is public, then the user designates a type for his note. At step 335 the user designates a user interest group for classifying his note, if it is a public note. At step 340 the user selects recipients for his note, if it is a private note. The user may have a prepared “buddy” list for a group of users who are mutual friends, and he may designate that the private note he is creating is to be restricted for read permission to such a list.

At step 345 the user inserts text into a new note. He also inserts objects to be embedded in the note, such as images, audio and video. At step 350 the user inserts his signature into the new note, so that readers of the note know who authored the note. Alternatively, the user may wish his new note to remain anonymous.

If the new note is a poll, the user includes a list of choices for voting selection. Furthermore, he can set a lifetime for the poll, by indicating at step 355 an expiration date for registering votes on the poll and/or a maximum tally, i.e., a maximum number of votes to be registered, or both.

At step 360 the client computer sends the extracted URL, the note data, the user information and a publication request to the
server computer. At step 365 the server computer updates the note database and the user database, to appropriately incorporate the new note.

Reference is now made to Figures 4A, 4B and 4C, which are illustrations of a user interface for a communication system in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. Figure 4A illustrates a user interface for accessing note information in the form of statistical data, indicating the number of notes of specific types currently stored in the database of notes. The data illustrated in Figure 4A is organized into three rows of note information. The top row contains information for public notes, organized by type. The middle row contains information for public notes, organized by user interest group. The bottom row contains information for the user’s personal and private folders of notes. Also included in the bottom row is a rectangle marked “NEW.” Clicking on this rectangle results in the opening of a note creation tool.

The top row indicates the availability of 97 notes of type “poll,” 25 notes of type “debate” and 3 notes of type “articles.” The middle row indicates the availability of 60 notes for the user interest group “20 something” and 6 notes for the user interest group “Cats.” The bottom row indicates the availability of 5 personal notes (“Self”) and 7 private notes.

The arrowheads pointing downward in the rectangles from the top and middle rows invoke pull-down menus for displaying information about additional types of notes and about notes from additional user interest groups, other than those appearing in Figure 4A. Pull-down menus serve as a convenient way to make additional data available without cluttering a display window with too much information. A pull-down menu pops open a list of additional items, such as additional types of notes and additional user interest groups. Clicking on a type or user interest group within a list indicates a selection by a user of such type or such user interest group. In response, a viewer displays a rectangle for the type or the user interest group selected, instead of the type or user group currently being displayed. Thus the user can change the types and user interest groups that are displayed to him, by invoking pull-down menus and clicking on other types and other user interest groups from the lists in the pull-down menus.

Figure 4B illustrates a user interface presented to a user subsequent to his clicking on the “20 something” rectangle in Figure 4A. The user interface displays note header information, indicating headers
for notes currently stored in the database of notes. The headers illustrated in Figure 4B correspond to notes from the “20 something” group, and are sorted by type.

Figure 4C illustrates a user interface presented to a user subsequent to his clicking on the header reading “A great bar in NYC I really love …” in Figure 4B. The user interface displays a specific note. The note illustrated in Figure 4C contains the header “A great bar in NYC I really love …” It is dated April 12, 1999. It contains the message body “I was in this great bar …” It was authored by a user named “Billy,” and was designated as being associated with a user interest group named “20 something.”

The user interface illustrated in Figure 4C includes at the bottom options for forwarding the note to another user, for commenting on the note, and for rating the note. The rating mechanism illustrated is a simple “thumbs-up / thumbs-down” rating. Each user who reads the note can rate it, by clicking on either the “thumbs-up” or the “thumbs-down” icon, and the various ratings received are accumulated on a server computer into an average rating for the note.

In reading the above description, persons skilled in the art will realize that there are many apparent variations that can be applied to the methods and systems described. For example, the above description describes a three stage process for retrieving notes; namely, (1) retrieving statistical information indicating the number of notes available in each of a plurality of types and in each of a plurality of user interest groups, (2) retrieving note headers for notes of a selected type or from a selected user interest group, and (3) retrieving one or more note message bodies. It should be obvious to those skilled in the art that notes can be retrieved using different stages and a different number of stages. In an alternate embodiment, a system of the present invention can provide header information as a first retrieval stage, followed by note message bodies as a second retrieval stage. As yet another alternate embodiment, a system of the present invention can provide note message bodies directly as a first (and only) retrieval stage.

Additionally, regarding the URL of a web page sent from the client to the server, instead of extracting a URL from the current web page that a user is viewing, the communication system may keep a dynamic “hot list” of URLs for the most frequently visited web pages by users of a particular interest group, or by all users of the communication system. Such a hot list may be maintained on the client computer, or on the server computer. When the hot list is maintained on
the client computer, the client computer can send one or more URLs from such a list to the server computer, instead of extracting a URL from a web browser. When the hot list is maintained on the server computer, there is no need to send a URL from the client computer to the server computer.

Alternatively, rather than use a “hot list” of URLs, a user of the communication system of the present invention can submit a URL directly to the note database, for example, by typing in the full URL data in a command-line interface.

Alternatively, the communication system of the present invention can accept “virtual URLs;” namely, URLs that do not correspond with actual URLs. For example, one or more users can publish a note associated with a fictitious URL named “abc,” and the notes associated with this URL can be read by users who access this URL.

It can thus be seen that the communication system of the present invention can be implemented on a client computer that does not include web browser software. The present invention enables users of the communication system to read and publish notes without the necessity of installing a web browser on their computer. The ability to run a user communication system without a web browser is an advantage for computers with limited processing capability and limited memory, such as palmtop computers running a Windows CE operating system, and other mobile computers, since web browsers typically require extensive processing and memory.

It can further be seen that if a web page with a specific URL is removed from the Web, the notes associated with such URL are still accessible for reading and for publishing.

Additionally, client note software may include functionality for finding users currently on-line who are accessing the same web page, or for getting information about other users of the communication system.

Additionally, client note software may include functionality for finding user interest groups, for joining user interest groups and for leaving user interest groups, similar to the way conferencing software, such as NetMeeting® of Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, WA, or Internet Phone® of VocalTec of Northvale, NJ, operates.

Additionally, when a note contains a URL for a web page related to the web page that a user is currently viewing in his web
browser, client note software can pass the related URL in the note to the web browser, and instruct the web browser to display the related web page. The web browser is thus controlled to advance from the current web page to a related web page.

In turn, if a note for the related URL contains a further URL related to the related URL, client note software can repeatedly instruct the web browser to display the related URLs. In this way, client note software can control a web browser so as to provide a “URL slide show” or a “URL tour,” by using note information to advance sequentially from one URL to another. The URLs defining the tour are determined from the database of notes, by traversing from one URL to the next through a linked list.

Additionally, the present invention applies to Internet Relay Chats (IRCs). IRC is a system of servers and clients enabling people to communicate in real time. Notes can be published on IRC sites, and stored in a database of notes based upon an IRC address.

Additionally, the present invention can be used to create a statistical database for web sites, using information collected from the distribution of various user interest groups over web sites, and by using the rating information described hereinabove.

In the foregoing specification, the invention has been described with reference to specific exemplary embodiments thereof. It will, however, be evident that various modifications and changes may be made to the specific exemplary embodiments without departing from the broader spirit and scope of the invention as set forth in the appended claims. Accordingly, the specification and drawings are to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense.
What is claimed is:

1. A method for communication among a plurality of users comprising the steps of:
   2. authenticating a user based upon user identification information;
   3. extracting a locator of an Internet location from a web browser on a client computer;
   4. sending the user identification information and the extracted locator from the client computer to a server computer; and
   5. sending note information, based upon the user identification information and the extracted locator, from the server computer to the client computer.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the note information relates to personal notes created by the user.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the note information relates to private notes accessible to some of the plurality of users.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the note information relates to public notes accessible to all of the plurality of users.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the note information related to notes created by at least one user from the plurality of users.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein the note information relates to notes that are generated automatically.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein the note information includes a locator for a related Internet location, related to the Internet location from which the extracted locator was extracted.

8. The method of claim 7 further comprising the step of accessing the related Internet location in the web browser.
9. The method of claim 8 wherein said steps of extracting a locator, sending the extracted locator, sending note information and accessing the related Internet location are repeated at least once.

10. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of restricting access of the note information to designated users from the plurality of users.

11. The method of claim 1 further comprising the step of querying a database of notes for note information, based upon the user identification information and the extracted locator.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the database of notes is classified into at least one user interest group, and wherein a user interest group includes users from the plurality of users.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein the database of notes is classified into at least one type of note, and wherein the note information includes statistical information about quantities of notes of a plurality of types.

14. The method of claim 13 wherein the at least one type of note includes a personal type.

15. The method of claim 13 wherein the at least one type of note includes a private type.

16. The method of claim 13 wherein the at least one type of note includes a public type.

17. The method of claim 13 further comprising the steps of: selecting a type of note from the at least one type of notes; sending an indication of the selected type of note from the client computer to the server computer; and
118. The method of claim 17 wherein the at least one note header includes information as to the user interest groups associated with at least one corresponding note.

119. The method of claim 17 further comprising the step of restricting access of the at least one note header to designated users from the plurality of users.

120. The method of claim 17 further comprising the steps of: selecting a note header from the at least one note header; sending an indication of the selected note header from the client computer to the server computer; and sending a note corresponding to the selected note header, from the server computer to the client computer.

121. The method of claim 20 further comprising the step of restricting access of the note to designated users from the plurality of users.

122. The method of claim 20 further comprising the step of assigning a rating to the note.

123. The method of claim 22 wherein the database of notes includes rating information, and wherein the method further comprises the step of updating the database of notes based upon the assigned rating of the note.

124. The method of claim 23 wherein said updating step includes deleting the note from the database of notes.

125. The method of claim 24 wherein said updating step deletes a note from the database of notes when the average of its assigned ratings falls below a prescribed threshold.
26. The method of claim 20 further comprising the step of registering a vote on a subject described in the note.

27. The method of claim 26 wherein the database of notes includes vote information, and wherein the method further comprises the step of updating the database of notes based upon the registered vote.

28. The method of claim 20 further comprising the step of commenting on the note.

29. The method of claim 20 further comprising the step of forwarding the note to another user.

30. A method for user communication comprising the steps of:
   receiving user identification information and a locator of an Internet location from a client computer;
   extracting note information from a database of notes, based upon the user identification information and the locator; and
   sending the note information to the client computer.

31. The method of claim 30 wherein the database of notes is classified into a least one user interest group.

32. The method of claim 31 wherein the database of notes is classified into at least one type of note, and wherein the note information includes statistical information about quantities of notes of a plurality of type.

33. The method of claim 32 further comprising the steps of:
   receiving an indication of a selected type of note from the at least one type of note, from the client computer; and
   sending at least one note header based upon the selected type of note, to the client computer.
34. The method of claim 33 wherein the at least one note header includes information as to the user interest groups associated with at least one corresponding note.

35. The method of claim 34 further comprising the steps of:
   receiving an indication of a selected note header from the at least one note header, from the client computer; and
   sending a note corresponding to the selected note header, to the client computer.

36. The method of claim 35 wherein the database of notes includes rating information, and wherein the method further comprises the steps of:
   receiving a rating assigned to the note, from the client computer; and
   updating the database of notes based upon the assigned rating.

37. The method of claim 36 wherein said updating step includes deleting the note from the database of notes.

38. The method of claim 35 wherein the database of notes includes vote information, and wherein the method further comprises the steps of:
   receiving a vote on a subject described in the note, from the client computer; and
   updating the database of notes based upon the vote.

39. A method for user communication comprising the steps of:
   extracting a locator of an Internet location from a web browser;
   sending user identification information and the extracted locator to a server computer; and
   receiving note information, based upon the user identification information and the extracted locator, from the server computer.
40. The method of claim 39 wherein the note information includes statistical information about notes in a database of notes, wherein the database of notes is classified into at least one type of note, and wherein the statistical information includes quantities of notes of a plurality of types.

41. The method of claim 40 further comprising the steps of:
   selecting a type of note from the at least one type of note; and
   receiving at least one note header, based upon the selected type of note, from the server computer.

42. The method of claim 41 further comprising the steps of:
   selecting a note header from the at least one note header; and
   receiving a note, based upon the selected note header, from the server computer.

43. The method of claim 42 further comprising the step of assigning a rating to the received note.

44. The method of claim 42 further comprising the step of registering a vote on a subject described in the received note.

45. The method of claim 42 further comprising the step of commenting on the received note.

46. The method of claim 42 further comprising the step of forwarding the received note to another user.

47. A communication system for a plurality of users comprising:
   an authentication processor authenticating a user based upon user identification information;
   a web browser in a client computer accessing Internet locations;
a locator extractor in the client computer extracting a
locator of an Internet location from said web browser;

a client transmitter in the client computer sending the
user identification information and the extracted locator to a server
computer; and

a server transmitter in the server computer sending note
information to the client computer, based upon the user identification
information and the extracted locator.

48. The communication system of claim 47 wherein the
note information relates to personal notes created by the user.

49. The communication system of claim 47 wherein the
note information relates to private notes accessible to some of the
plurality of users.

50. The communication system of claim 47 wherein the
note information relates to public notes accessible to all of the plurality
of users.

51. The communication system of claim 47 wherein the
note information related to notes created by at least one user from the
plurality of users.

52. The communication system of claim 47 wherein the
note information relates to notes that are generated automatically.

53. The communication system of claim 47 wherein the
note information includes a locator for a related Internet location, related
to the Internet location from which the extracted locator was extracted.

54. The communication system of claim 53 wherein said
web browser accesses the related Internet location.

55. The communication system of claim 47 further
comprising an access controller restricting access of the note information
to designated users from the plurality of users.
56. The communication system of claim 47 further comprising a database manager querying a database of notes for note information, based upon the user identification information and the extracted location.

57. The communication system of claim 56 wherein the database of notes is classified into at least one user interest group, and wherein a user interest group includes users from the plurality of users.

58. The communication system of claim 57 wherein the database of notes is classified into at least one type of note, and wherein the note information includes statistical information about quantities of notes of a plurality of types.

59. The communication system of claim 58 wherein the at least one type of note includes a personal type.

60. The communication system of claim 58 wherein the at least one type of note includes a private type.

61. The communication system of claim 58 wherein the at least one type of note includes a public type.

62. The communication system of claim 59 further comprising a user interface selecting a type of note from the at least one type of note, and wherein said client transmitter sends an indication of the selected type of note from the client computer to the server computer, and wherein said server transmitter sends at least one note header, based upon the selected type, from the server computer to the client computer.

63. The communication system of claim 62 wherein the at least one note header includes information as to the user interest groups associated with at least one corresponding note.
64. The communication system of claim 62 further comprising an access controller restricting access of the at least one note header to designated users from the plurality of users.

65. The communication system of claim 62 wherein said user interface selects a note header from the at least one note header, and wherein said client transmitter sends an indication of the selected note header from the client computer to the server computer, and wherein said server transmitter sends a note corresponding to the selected note header, from the server computer to the client computer.

66. The communication system of claim 65 further comprising an access controller restricting access of the note to designated users from the plurality of users.

67. The communication system of claim 65 further comprising a rating processor assigning a rating to the note.

68. The communication system of claim 67 wherein the database of notes includes rating information, and wherein said database manager updates the database of notes based upon the assigned rating of the note.

69. The communication system of claim 68 wherein said database manager deletes the note from the database of notes.

70. The communication system of claim 65 further comprising a vote processor registering a vote on a subject described in the note.

71. The communication system of claim 70 wherein the database of notes includes vote information, and wherein said database manager updates the database of notes based upon the registered vote.

72. The communication system of claim 65 further comprising a comment generator commenting on the note.
73. The communication system of claim 65 further comprising a note forwarding processor forwarding the note to another user.

74. An Internet note server comprising:
   a receiver receiving user identification information and a locator of an Internet location from a client computer;
   a database manager extracting note information from a database of notes, based upon the user identification information and the locator; and
   a transmitter sending the note information to the client computer.

75. The Internet note server of claim 74 wherein the database of notes is classified into at least one user interest group.

76. The Internet note server of claim 75 wherein the database of notes is classified into at least one type of note, and wherein the note information includes statistical information about quantities of notes of a plurality of types.

77. The Internet note server of claim 76 wherein said receiver receives an indication of a selected type of note from the at least one type of note, from the client computer, and wherein said transmitter sends at least one note header based upon the selected type of notes, to the client computer.

78. The Internet note server of claim 77 wherein the at least one note header includes information as to the user interest groups associated with at least one corresponding note.

79. The Internet note server of claim 78 wherein said receiver receives an indication of a selected note header from the at least one note header, from the client computer, and wherein said transmitter sends a note corresponding to the selected note header, to the client computer.
80. The Internet note server of claim 79 wherein the database of notes includes rating information, and wherein said receiver receives a rating assigned to the note, from the client computer, and wherein said database manager updates the database of notes based upon the assigned rating.

81. The Internet note server of claim 80 wherein said database manager deletes the note from the database of notes.

82. The Internet note server of claim 79 wherein the database of notes includes vote information, and wherein said receiver receives a vote on a subject described in the note, from the client computer, and wherein said database manager updates the database of notes based upon the vote.

83. An Internet note client comprising:
   a web browser accessing Internet locations;
   a locator extractor extracting a locator of an Internet location from said web browser;
   a transmitter sending user identification information and the extracted locator to a server computer; and
   a receiver receiving note information, based upon the user identification information and the extracted URL, from the server computer.

84. The Internet note client of claim 83 wherein the note information includes statistical information about notes in a database of notes, wherein the database of notes is classified into at least one type of note, and wherein the statistical information includes quantities of notes of a plurality of types.

85. The Internet note client of claim 84 further comprising a user interface selecting a type of note from the at least one type of note, and wherein the receiver receives at least one note header, based upon the selected type of note, from the server computer.
86. The Internet note client of claim 85 wherein the at least one note header includes header information for at least one corresponding note.

87. The Internet note client of claim 86 wherein said user interface selects a note header from the at least one note header, and wherein said receiver receives a note, based upon the selected note header, from the server computer.

88. The Internet note client of claim 87 further comprising a rating processor assigning a rating to the received note.

89. The Internet note client of claim 87 further comprising a vote processor registering a vote on a subject described in the received note.

90. The Internet note client of claim 87 further comprising a comment generator commenting on the received note.

91. The Internet note client of claim 87 further comprising a note forwarding processor forwarding the received note to another user.

92. A method for user communication comprising the steps of:
   authenticating a user based upon user identification information;
   sending the user identification information and a pre-determined locator of an Internet location, from the client computer to a server computer; and
   sending note information, based upon the user identification information and the pre-determined locator, from the server computer to the client computer.

93. A method for user communication comprising the steps of:
   sending user identification information and a pre-determined locator of an Internet location to a server computer; and
receiving note information, based upon the user identification information and the pre-determined locator, from the server computer.

94. A user communication system comprising:
   an authentication processor authenticating a user based upon user identification information;
   a client transmitter in a client computer sending the user identification information and a pre-determined locator of an Internet location to a server computer; and
   a server transmitter in the server computer sending note information to the client computer, based upon the pre-determined URL and the user identification information.

95. An Internet note client comprising:
   a transmitter sending user identification information and a pre-determined locator of an Internet location to a server computer; and
   a receiver receiving note information, based upon the user identification information and the pre-determined URL, from the server computer.

96. A method for user communication comprising the steps of:
   authenticating a user based upon user identification information;
   extracting a locator of an Internet location from a web browser on a client computer;
   generating a note;
   sending the user identification information, the extracted locator and the note to a server computer;
   indexing the note by the extracted locator; and
   incorporating the indexed note into a database of notes.

97. The method of claim 96 wherein said step of generating a note comprises the steps of:
   composing a note header; and
   composing a note body.
98. The method of claim 97 wherein said step of generating a note further comprises the step of designating a type for the note.

99. The method of claim 98 wherein the designated type of the note is a poll, and wherein said step of generating a note further comprises the step of composing a list of voting selections.

100. The method of claim 99 wherein said step of generating a note further comprises the step of designating an expiration date.

101. The method of claim 100 wherein said step of generating a note further comprises the step of designating a maximum number of votes to be registered.

102. The method of claim 99 wherein said step of generating a note further comprises the step of designating a maximum number of votes to be registered.

103. The method of claim 97 wherein said step of generating a note further comprises the step of designating a user interest group for the note.

104. The method of claim 97 wherein said step of generating a note further comprises the step of designating a list of users to be recipients of the note.

105. The method of claim 97 wherein said step of generating a note further comprises the step of designating at least one locator for at least one Internet location related to the Internet location from which the extracted locator was extracted.

106. A method for user communication comprising the steps of:

- receiving user identification information, a locator of an Internet location and a note, from a client computer;
- indexing the note by the locator; and
incorporating the indexed note into a database of notes.

107. A method for user communication comprising the steps of:
extracting a locator of an Internet location from a web browser;
generating a note; and
sending user identification information, the extracted locator and the note to a server computer.

108. A user communication system comprising:
an authentication processor authenticating a user based upon user identification information;
a web browser in a client computer accessing Internet locations;
a locator extractor in the client computer extracting a locator of an Internet location from said web browser;
a note creator in the client computer generating a note;
a client transmitter in the client computer sending the user identification information, the extracted locator and the note to a server computer; and
a database manager in the server computer incorporating the note into a database of notes, indexed by the extracted locator.

109. The user communication system of claim 108 wherein said note creator comprises:
a note header composer generating a header for the note;
and
a note body composer generating text for the note.

110. The user communication system of claim 109 wherein said note creator further comprises a user interface for designating a type for the note.

111. The user communication system of claim 110 wherein the designated type of the note is a poll, and wherein said note creator further comprises a voting selection list composer generating a list of selections for voting.
112. The user communication system of claim 111 wherein said user interface designates an expiration date for the note.

113. The user communication system of claim 112 wherein said user interface designates a maximum number of votes to be registered.

114. The user communication system of claim 111 wherein said user interface designates a maximum number of votes to be registered.

115. The user communication system of claim 109 wherein said note creator further comprises a user interface for designating a user interest group for the note.

116. The user communication system of claim 109 wherein said note creator further comprises a user interface for designating a list of users to be recipients of the note.

117. The user communication system of claim 109 wherein said note creator further comprises a user interface for designating at least one locator for at least one Internet location related to the Internet location from which the extracted locator was extracted.

118. An Internet note server comprising:
   a receiver receiving user identification information, a locator of an Internet location and a note, from a client computer; and
   a database manager incorporating the note into a database of notes and indexing it by the locator.

119. An Internet note client comprising:
   a web browser accessing Internet locations;
   a locator extractor extracting a locator of an Internet location from said web browser;
   a note creator generating a note; and
   a transmitter sending user identification information, the extracted locator and the note to a server computer.
120. A method for user communication comprising the steps of:

- authenticating a user based upon user identification information;
- extracting a locator of an Internet location from an Internet Relay Chat client on a client computer;
- sending the user identification information and the extracted locator from the client computer to a server computer; and
- sending note information, based upon the user identification information and the extracted locator, from the server computer to the client computer.

121. A user communication system comprising:

- an authentication processor authenticating a user based upon user identification information;
- an Internet Relay Chat client in a client computer accessing Internet locations;
- a locator extractor in the client computer extracting a locator of an Internet location from said Internet Relay Chat client;
- a client transmitter in the client computer sending the user identification information and the extracted locator to a server computer; and
- a server transmitter in the server computer sending note information to the client computer, based upon the user identification information and the extracted locator.
A B S T R A C T

A method for communication among a plurality of users including the steps of authenticating a user based upon user identification information, extracting a locator of an Internet location from a web browser on a client computer, sending the user identification information and the extracted locator from the client computer to a server computer, and sending note information, based upon the user identification information and the extracted locator, from the server computer to the client computer. A system is also described and claimed.
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